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ABOUT US !
Ottawa Disability Coalition 

The Ottawa Disability Coalition (ODC) is a coalition of 13 agencies that serve the disabled 
community. Our mission is to build a community in which all persons with disabilities have 
equitable access to the same opportunities as every other citizen of the City of Ottawa. We 
seek a disability-friendly, barrier-free city in which all places the public normally accesses are 
accessible to all.  1

Ecology Ottawa 

Ecology Ottawa is a not-for-profit volunteer-driven grassroots organization, working to make 
Ottawa the green capital of Canada. Ecology Ottawa provides residents with information and 
tools they need to understand local environmental issues and promote environmental 
leadership in City Hall. Ecology Ottawa has focused on Smart Growth and Sustainable 
Transportation, aiming to help Ottawa adopt a sustainable urban form based on compact, 
complete and transit-supportive communities.  2
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INTRODUCTION 
Why Audit? 

Pedestrian travel is a vital form of transportation for persons with disabilities. Many cannot drive, 
same-day Para Transpo rides can be difficult to acquire, and taxis may be unaffordable.   !
“Walking” on the other hand, whether on two feet, with the aid of a walker, or on wheels allows 
for spontaneity, independence, opportunity to connect with others, and enjoyment of the 
outdoors. !
Unfortunately, the City of Ottawa’s pedestrian infrastructure was not originally designed to 
accommodate pedestrians with disabilities. When it was built, the average pedestrian was 
considered to be one who could easily step off a curb, cross the street quickly, and navigate 
uneven terrain, things that can be difficult for the mobility challenged. !
According to its Pedestrian Plan, however, the city is committed to transforming Ottawa into 
one in which "an equally vibrant and functional pedestrian realm encourages people to walk all 
year round.” An important dimension of the plan defines an equitable city where “walking is the 
only form of transportation that is universally affordable, and allows children, the elderly, and 
people of all abilities to travel independently.”  3!
It is mandated that all new pedestrian infrastructure and rehabilitation including sidewalks, 
crosswalks and pathways, abide by the city’s Accessibility Design Standards, and hence be 
useable by people with disabilities.   4!
Does this mean existing locations frequented by persons with disabilities are accessible?  We 
decided to investigate. !!!!!
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!
  Did you know? !
•	 Wheelchair users have a one-third greater risk of being killed by vehicles than     

other pedestrians  
5!
•	 75 percent of the drivers involved in accidents with wheelchairs did not take any     

evasive action  
6!
•	 10 percent of those involved in pedestrian fatalities were utilizing assistive     

devices used by the disabled, such as canes, walkers, crutches and 
wheelchairs  
7!

!
Our Approach !
We began with the Council on Aging of Ottawa All-Season Age-Friendly Pedestrian 
Safety and Walkability Checklist,  and then tweaked it to increase the level of detail 8

around the pedestrian 
infrastructure’s 
appropriateness for 
persons with mobility 
disabilities. Our audits 
addressed the Checklist’s 
four criteria: safety, 
accessibility, convenience, 
and connectedness; we 
also included and comfort 
and attractiveness.  
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!
To make data collection easier, we placed it on a Survey Monkey platform and asked 
walkers to photograph difficult sections of their walk. !
Pedestrian walk audit participants had a variety of mobility issues; some used 
wheelchairs, walkers, scooters, canes, and two were visually impaired. 

Audits !
We conducted the pedestrian walk audits in three areas, visiting each twice, in late 
spring and the following winter. Timing was important because there is a vast difference 
between travel in winter and other seasons, and conditions the able-bodied community 

can manage are 
challenging for those 
with disabilities. !
The three 
neighbourhoods were 
selected because of 
their importance to the 
disabled community: 
Colonnade Road, 
Sandy Hill, and the 
Riverside Campus of 
The Ottawa Hospital. !!!

  Cracked sidewalks are risky business for those with mobility or visual  
 difficulties and uncomfortable or painful for those in wheelchairs 

        
       Karen Scott, person living with MS !!
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AUDIT 1: COLONNADE ROAD !
The Colonnade Road area is a business park with a mix of retail, wholesale, industrial, 
commercial and service businesses/organizations.  !

Not-for-profit organizations 
often need to locate in 
business parks or locations 
such as Colonnade Park due 
to the cost of rent and space 
considerations. The location 
was never a good one from a 
“walkability” perspective, but 
the loss of the bus route in 
2011 made it worse. 

!
!
!
!
!
!

Why it was an Important Area to Audit 

Colonnade Road is home to five organizations that serve the disabled community:  
	 
∞	 Parkinson Canada-Eastern Ontario  
∞	 Neil Squire Society   
∞	 Ottawa Carleton Association for Persons with Developmental Difficulties  
∞	 Handi-House Ltd  
∞	 Total Communication Environment  
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These organizations are understandably concerned for the safety of their clients as they 
navigate the neighbourhood, often using walkers or wheelchairs. Only one section has a 
sidewalk, forcing pedestrians to travel in the roadway. !
This can be a busy area. The speed limit is 60 KPH and there is considerable transport traffic. It 
is also home to a major OC Transpo depot, which results in heavy bus traffic on Colonnade 
South. Unfortunately, though, these buses do not stop along the route to pick up or drop off 
passengers. Also, to a large extent, Colonnade Road North (mostly) and South (somewhat) 
serve as a connector route between Merivale Road and Prince of Wales Drive.  !
What we Found 

!
∞	 Only one section had a sidewalk, forcing pedestrians to use the road 

∞	 Road surface is not maintained for pedestrian traffic and was unsafe in several areas 
	 both from debris and crumbling surfaces, which can be risky for pedestrians using 	
	 walkers or wheelchairs 
∞	 With the volume of buses and cars on the road and the speed at which they travel, it 
	 can be unsafe for persons with disabilities  
∞	 In the winter, snow banks make the road even more narrow and hazardous 

!!
Improvements so Far 
!
No improvements have been made to date. ! !

We've lost clients because there's no access to bus service on 
Colonnade South, and it's not safe to walk. You have to walk on the 
street. If there are parked cars, you're forced to walk in the middle of the 
road. 

	 	 Ginette Trottier, Development Coordinator, Parkinson Canada – Eastern
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AUDIT 2: SANDY HILL !
Sandy Hill is a downtown residential area that offers important services to persons of all ages 
and abilities.   

!
Why it was an Important Area to Audit 
!
Among the popular destinations for 
residents are the Sandy Hill 
Community Centre and the Sandy 
Hill Health Centre, both of which 
provide services and important 
programs to community members, 
including seniors, school children, 
and marginalized persons who rely 
on safe pedestrian pathways. Also, 
well-travelled routes such as Nelson 
Street connect Sandy Hill to grocery 
and drug stores on Rideau 
Street. Just north of Rideau, there 
are apartment buildings where many 
people with disabilities live.   !
!

!
!
!
!
!
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What we Found !
∞	 Many cracked, uneven and patched areas 
∞	 Some stretches of sidewalk slope steeply towards the road 
∞	 Sidewalks are frequently blocked by empty garbage and recycling bins on garbage day 
∞	 Potholes, broken and uneven sidewalks 
∞	 Crosswalks missing in vital areas 
∞	 Vegetation overgrowth     
∞	 Crossing light too short and pedestrian button difficult to reach in winter due to piled 
	 snow 
∞	 Broken and heaving paving stones on crosswalks 
∞	 Sidewalks too narrow for two wheelchairs to pass each other 
∞	 Raised curbs and no crosswalks 

!
Improvements so Far 

!
∞	 Pedestrian crosswalk at Nelson Street and Somerset Street, and Nelson Street and 	
	 Stewart Street is planned, but residents disagree this type of crosswalk is best because 
	 of inaccessibility of pedestrian buttons 
∞	 Vegetation trimmed in some areas where there was overgrowth 
∞	 Broken and heaving paving stones in one area have been patched with asphalt, but the 
	 asphalt is now crumbling and creating its own tripping hazard ! !

Sandy Hill, with its narrow, sloped sidewalks, is difficult to 
navigate in winter due to the snow, and in summer because 
of the vegetation overgrowth. It did not feel safe, 
comfortable, or secure. !

John Woodhouse, person living with a disability
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AUDIT 3: THE OTTAWA HOSPITAL: RIVERSIDE CAMPUS 
AND PROFESSIONAL BUILDING  !!!

The Riverside Campus 
and adjoining 
Professional Building 
are key destinations 
for Ottawa residents 
seeking diagnostic 
testing, dialysis, 
outpatient procedures, 
blood tests, 
rehabilitation services, 
and for visiting various 
medical specialists, 
such as neurologists, 
dermatologists and 
psychologists. !!!

Why it was an Important Area to Audit 
!
Because of the short-term nature of the services offered, people are constantly being 
dropped off and picked up at the main entrances of both buildings. Many use mobility 
devices, from canes to tilt-recline power chairs. Given the crucial out-patient services 
provided, and the high traffic that ensues, it is imperative that access to both buildings 
be as accessible and safe as possible. !
This area is maintained by the Ottawa Hospital and an Accessibility Officer from the 
organization participated in the audit. 
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What we Found 

!
∞	 Most curb cuts at the entrance to the professional building were too high, 

crumbling, and often blocked by cars dropping off and picking up patients !
∞	 Cement barriers obstructed access to sidewalks !
∞	 Lamppost in middle of sidewalk, which is particularly challenging for wheelchair 

users   !
∞	 Curb cut leading to a parking space !
∞	 Pedestrian crossing with no sidewalk on the other side !
∞	 Sidewalks full of cracks  !
∞	 Lack of painted sidewalks !
∞	 Lack of sidewalk from hospital to professional building !

Improvements so Far 
!

∞	 Sidewalk built between hospital and professional building 

∞	 Crosswalks and curbs painted 

∞	 Obstacles on the sidewalk removed 
! !

We often boast about Canada's universal healthcare. However, 
what’s the use of universal healthcare without universal access 
to that care? At the Riverside Campus, numerous potholes, 
lack of sidewalks and crosswalks, non-existent or crumbling 
curb cuts, create barriers and hazards for disabled and aging 
people.  !

Rebecca Cooney, person living with MS
!!!!
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  !!!!!!!
  
   I’m forced to travel on the street because I can’t get around this 
  light standard.!!
       Rebecca Cooney, person living with MS !
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RECOMMENDATIONS !
City of Ottawa 
!
∞	 Given that municipal budget limitations dictate pedestrian infrastructure 	 	
	 improvements be addressed incrementally, it is therefore recommended that priority be 
	 given to locations frequented by people with disabilities while the longer-term goal is to 
	 make all sidewalks and pathways safe for everyone. 
∞	 Enforce construction zones' requirement that alternative accessible passage is provided. 
∞	 Cover all road brickwork with asphalt. 
∞	 Consider alternate ploughing practices to ensure access to sidewalks is maintained. 
∞	 Increase snow removal priority in transit areas to 500 metres upon request. 
∞	 Ensure areas frequented by persons with disabilities have a higher snow removal priority. 
∞	 Install advanced pedestrian buttons so they are accessible in all seasons.   
∞	 Develop alternative snow removal systems for areas frequented by persons with 	
	 disabilities. 
∞	 Ensure bike lanes and bike parking do not interfere with pedestrian accessibility. 

!
Province of Ontario 

∞	 Increase the number of required accessible spaces in hospital parking lots under 	
	 regulation 165/16.!
!
Safer Roads Ottawa 

!
∞	 Develop a road safety campaign targeted at the protection of individuals with disabilities. 
∞	 Develop signs that alert drivers to watch for pedestrians with disabilities. 

!
!
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OC Transpo 

!
∞	 Respond to community requests to make bus shelters accessible. 
∞	 Ensure shelters are accessible during winter. 
∞	 Instruct bus drivers to allow individuals using mobility devices to board first. 
∞	 Reinstate bus service along Colonnade Road. !
Community 

!
∞	 Report accessibility concerns to 311. 
∞	 Conduct a pedestrian audit and, if necessary, meet with your City Councillor. 
∞	 Consider appropriate use of flags, safety vests, lighting and reflective material when 	
	 travelling at night. !
Facilities with Parking Lots 

!
∞	 Provide a sufficient number of parking spots for the disabled community.  This may 	
	 require exceeding provincial standards. 
∞	 Ensure safe routes exist for all visitors regardless of whether they arrive by car, Para 	
	 Transpo, or on foot. This will mean ensuring: 
	 	 o	 Snow and ice removal is promptly done 
	 	 o	 All sidewalks have smooth surfaces and are unencumbered by light 	
	 	 	 standards or concrete bolsters   
	 	 o	 Curb cuts at logical places 
	 	 o	 Curb cuts at main entrances are large enough to accommodate both drop 
	 	 	 offs from vehicles and foot traffic 
	 	 o	 Crosswalks meet sidewalks with curb cuts 

!
!
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CONCLUDING REMARKS !
Our audits show that pedestrian travel for persons with disabilities can be difficult and 
occasionally risky. !
It is important that the city continue to address this situation. Ten percent of those involved in 
pedestrian fatalities were using assistive devices employed by the disabled, such as canes, 
walkers, crutches and wheelchairs. Hazardous conditions may mean some individuals choose 
either not to travel and risk isolation, or travel by Para Transpo, a service that requires pre-
booking, is over-subscribed, and requires significant city dollars.   9

!
It is also important that the disabled community continue to alert the city of the need for 
infrastructure improvement at particular locations. The geographic size of Ottawa, extreme 
weather conditions, and presence of an affordability lens on all enhancements to the pedestrian 
infrastructure means not all the work that needs to be done gets done. Advocating for change, 
as this report shows, increases the likelihood it will happen. !
We must all be persistent in our efforts to create an infrastructure that allows persons with 
disabilities to move about with the same ease and protection as any other pedestrian. It is not 
only a safety measure, it is an action that addresses the disabled community with equity and 
demonstrates a desire to fully integrate people of all abilities into everyday society. !!!!!!!!!
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ADVOCATING FOR CHANGE !
In Ottawa, there are pre-established systems for some issues:   !
For sidewalk maintenance, check out the website: ottawa.ca/en/city-hall/your-city-
government/contact-city-ottawa or call 311. !
For ploughing concerns, check out the website: ottawa.ca/en/city-hall/your-city-government/
contact-city-ottawa or call 311. !
For bus shelter inaccessibility due to snow, check out the transit area website: https://
customerfeedback.octranspo.com or phone 311. !
For community mailbox snow removal, call 1-800-267-1177. !
For Ottawa Hospital Accessibility Services, check out the website: accessibility@toh.ca or 
call 613-798-5555 ext. 75535 or 7530. !
For issues that you cannot resolve on your own, increased community advocacy may be 
needed. Try organizing an audit in your neighbourhood: !
• Step 1 

• Decide if the questions on the audit on page 23 meet your needs and amend 	
	accordingly 

• Either print the audit or post to Survey Monkey and decide if each person will 	
	take notes or if a scribe will capture everyone’s concerns 

• Make a map of the route you are concerned about !
• Step 2 

• Invite relevant parties. Some suggestions are: 
• Your community association 
• Your City Councillor  
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• Media, both print and broadcast 
• Seniors, children and others affected by hazard(s) 

• Ask participants to photograph hazards and note precise locations 
• Go for a walk! 

!
• Step 3 

• Ask your community association to send a follow up letter to your City Councillor 
• If necessary, contact Safer Roads Ottawa to facilitate a meeting, provide signage, 	

	address speeding traffic !
• Step 4 

• If these attempts fail, advocate for changes to the Pedestrian Plan, attend a 	 	
	Transportation Committee meeting, and remind your fellow auditors of the results of 
your efforts at the next municipal election 

• Remember, the city must abide by provincial standards. If they are not high 	 	
	enough, advocate to your MPP !

Good luck! !!!!!!!!!!
!
!
!
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SUGGESTIONS FOR CONDUCTING YOUR OWN AUDIT 
!
Safety !
Do you feel at risk on this walk?  Issues to note are: !
1.	 The presence of smooth unbroken sidewalks with gentle and appropriate curb cuts  
2.	 Volume and flow of traffic with adequate speed limits and traffic calming measures 
3.	 Adequate stop signs, crossing lights that afford time to cross the street  
4.	 Crossing points free from obstructions that block view of oncoming vehicles (vegetation, 
	 cars, snow banks) 
5. Area well-lit at night 
!
!
Accessibility  

!
 Can you reach your destination?  Potential problems: !
1.	 Presence of an obstacle, lamp standard, or litter on sidewalk 
2.	 Need to use roadway for part or all of trip 
3.	 Inability to travel independently due to infrastructure issue 
4.	 Presence of construction zone that does not provide a safe alternative route 
5.	 Cannot reach pedestrian crossing buttons !!!!!!!
!
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Convenience and Connectiveness   

!
Are you tempted to journey on the street because the sidewalk causes you discomfort? Some 
items here may be: 
!
1.	 The sidewalk, crosswalk, or curb cut is too rough 
2.	 Bus shelters are not accessible 
3.	 Wayfinding signage not present 
4.	 Sidewalk slope too steep 
5.	 You cannot reach your destination almost as quickly as an able-bodied person can 
!
!
Winter Conditions 

!
Is your journey different depending on the season? Look for: 
!
1.	 Adequate snow and ice removal, salting and sanding 
2.	 Snow banks at a level that allows you to see oncoming vehicles 
3.	 Curb cuts and bus shelters are not blocked by snow 
!
!
!!!!!
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